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Rajeshwari Chinagudi:

•

Rajeshwari Chinagudi is the founder and CEO of ANABATTLEFIELD Systems company. I have
done Masters in Electronic system design, Started work in 2008 as a graduate engineer
trainee. And served 5 years to the MNC organization and worked for many startup companies.
Well versed in board design, System Development and integration with broad range of
spectrum. Areas of interest include Electronic system design. Especially on Defence sector
product design. I have an experience working with defense products and with that passion
organization is started with the aim to save a life of a soldier and improve the life of civilians

•

Through my career executed many projects for the defense which includes, development of
intra communication radio for the Army Tanks. Design and development of Modem for the
communication of the ship to ship, ship to air and ship to land and installed successfully for
the Indian navy. Worked for Indian VLF station for the submarine communication located at
navy site INS-K. Lead the team in many organizations and as a senior vice president has served
for the startup and executed first Indian laser wall at the Indo Pak border and now runs own
private limited company named as ANABATTLEFIELD Systems. Having almost more than 10
years of experience in the industry. Company works on perimeter security, military systems,
and Railway’s and industry projects. Uunderstands the basic needs of the field. Passionate
engineer to work on hardware and execute it in the field. Having 10+ years of experience and
seen different responsibilities across the career

•

Many youth Engineers complain that they do not get or have more opportunities in core
electronics job, only software companies hires them. We motivate hard core electronic
students in development. We have a system where Electronics, Mechanical, Electrical and
computer science domain engineers work together and build a product. Founder has decided
to train a young Engineers to know about the products, Company has a joint venture with one
of the reputed college of Karnataka on skill development. The response from the students was
awesome. Company is engaged in both the industry and Skill development program for
engineering students.
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